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CREATING LASER-MADE TRANSFERS WITH LASERFLEX

Step 1: Using Corel DRAW, create an 
engraving layout using text and clipart. 

Step 2: Using the Contour Tool (Ctrl+F9) 
create an outline around the outside 
of the graphic for vector cutting. Use a 
Contour Offset setting of .3 inch

Step 3: Select the complete 
graphic layout and Invert it. 
(Effects>Transform>Invert) The areas 
that were White colored in Step 2 
should now be black.

Step 4: Select the complete graphic 
and click on the Horizontally Mirror tool. 
(Alt +F9) The graphic is now ready to 
engrave and cut with the laser system.

Step 5: Using the focused heat energy from the laser engraving system will vaporize the 
adhesive and color sheet of the material. The white release liner paper will remain intact after 
engraving and it is normal to look singed and slightly melted. 

The thin nature of the LaserFlex sheet will allow the laser to engrave at maximum speed using 
low to moderate laser power settings. Profile cutting around the outside of the transfer graphic 
is also done with the laser using a moderate vector speed setting and low laser power. Refer to 
Settings Chart on page 2.
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Step 6: Place the engraved piece in the Heat Press. Settings and times are similar to 
sublimation materials. Typical settings for the Heat Press would be 350 F with medium 
pressure for 30 seconds.

Step 7: Peel off the liner paper.

Laser Settings Chart

*Holding thin sheets of materials flat during laser processing can be challenging. Use a silicone 
rubber Multi-Mat or use a thin sheet of steel with magnets to hold the LaserFlex flat.

System Power Engraving Power/
Speed

Cutting Power/
Speed

Resolution Out of Focus

50 watt 68/100 35/15 500/600 .040"

35 watt 95/100 50/15 midrange/default .040"


